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TERRIFIC NEWS FOR PULPIT PROPHETS
America’s pastors, who week and in week out instruct the faithful in the truths of the Scripture, are the
hope of America’s future. If they recover their prophetic voice, and teach their flocks that God’s truth is
true in all places at all times, including in the political arena and at the ballot box, America has a future.
On the other hand, if pastors succumb to the temptation to play it safe, dumb down the gospel to attract a
larger audience, and take all the edges off the message of the word of God, where will America hear a
clarion call on behalf of the truth?
Perhaps America’s pastors, who tend to be a timid lot by nature, will take courage from ruling released
yesterday by the IRS that ministers do not risk losing their tax-exempt status for engaging in public policy
advocacy of traditional values.
Many pastors have been intimidated into silent acquiescence because they themselves have believed that
the mythical wall of separation between church and state makes it illegal for them to discuss things such
as the definition of marriage, the sanctity of life, and the immorality of the homosexual lifestyle from the
pulpit.
Or out of fear, they don’t want to speak to such issues, desperately afraid
someone in their pews will be offended, apparently having forgotten that the
gospel message itself, properly presented, is an offense to those who have
adopted the worldview of cultural elites. What the Bible teaches about
marriage, life and sexuality is as much a part of the “gospel,” the “good
news,” as what it teaches about salvation.
The IRS told the Niemoller Foundation of Houston yesterday that it did not
violate its tax-exempt status when it brought together pastors and politicians
to champion moral issues during the 2006 campaign for governor in Texas and when it organized rallies
in Texas and Florida in support of constitutional amendments banning same-sex marriage.
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While churches still are prohibited from endorsing particular candidates and spending substantial
portions of their budgets on lobbying, churches are in fact free, according to the IRS, to engage in political
activity on behalf of traditional moral values. And they are free to urge their congregations to get out the
vote based on moral issues and values.
Naturally, the nattering nabobs on the left are appalled, and responded by saying the IRS ruling allowing
churches to “us(e) faith as a political weapon is sleazy.” Conservative legal scholars happily pointed out
that the ruling is “the liberals’ nightmare,” and that the effort of liberals to get the Niemoller Foundation
in trouble with the IRS backfired big-time.
Lutheran pastor Lawrence White, the director of the Niemoller Foundation, said, “The IRS has
unequivocally affirmed the right of pastors nationwide to come together as spokesmen for the Word of
God, to interact with political leaders, historians and scholars in discussing the moral issues under debate
within our culture, to assert their Biblical responsibility, to address such issues from their pulpits.”
Here’s the question of the day: now that pastors know they can fearlessly proclaim the truth on the
pressing moral issues of the day, will they? America’s future hinges on the answer to that question.
Moral-values groups hail tax ruling - Washington Times
GREAT NEWS: EVEN LEFT ADMITS THERE IS NO ‘GAY GENE’
Homosexual activists have searched long and fruitlessly for the “gay gene,” the genetic marker that would
prove homosexuals are “born that way,” and simply can’t help themselves.
The truth is that while sexual inclination may be complex, sexual behavior – that is, acting on sexual
impulses – is always a matter of moral choice. One man’s “inclination” may be to same-sex interaction,
while another man’s impulse may be to have sex with anyone in a skirt.
But the inclination itself, no matter how strong it is, can never serve as an excuse to act out on dangerous,
unhealthy and immoral impulses. Part of living in a civilized culture is learning to master sexual impulses
and reserve sexual energy for the marriage relationship.
I have felt for some time now that advances in gene therapy would make homosexual activists a bit
queasy about the discovery of a gay gene if in fact it existed. With advances in pre-natal genetic screening,
which can identify the Down syndrome gene in a pre-born baby, for example, gays certainly cannot be
blind to the likelihood that the identification of a gay gene would quickly prompt screening for that gene.
They fret that increasing numbers of parents would abort a child with the gay gene, just as parents kill
90% of Down syndrome babies before they even get the chance to be born.
Assuming just for the sake of argument that a gay gene does indeed
exist, the brave new world homosexual activists claim to love – a world
that includes abortion on a demand as a sacred and unalienable right would lead to their own elimination in short order.
In point of fact, science has developed to the point where clear-thinking
homosexual activists don’t want a gay gene to be discovered even if it
exists.
In a hugely significant development, the American Psychological Association is now admitting that there
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is no “gay” gene, after touting its existence in published materials since 1998.
Since 1998, the APA has said that “considerable recent evidence” suggests a biological role in shaping an
individual’s sexuality.
Now, however, in its most recent publication the APA says, “There is no consensus among scientists”
about a genetic or hormonal cause of homosexuality. It adds, “[N]o findings have emerged that permit
scientists to conclude that sexual orientation is determined by any particular factor or factors.”
The new brochure no longer refers readers to homosexual advocacy organizations such the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force for readers wanting further information.
Now that the “gay gene” claim seems to be disappearing into the ashbin of medical science, it’s time once
again to focus on the nature of homosexual behavior itself and to ask whether its obvious health risks
make it a lifestyle any sane society should endorse, legitimize and support. The answer to that question is
a clear and unequivocal “No.”
'Gay' gene claim suddenly vanishes
If you value the work of the IVA, please consider a donation today. Information on how to
donate, including making a secure online donation, may be found here. Thank you!
BONUS BYTES
A previous president convinced an entire generation of American youth
that oral sex isn’t real sex. Tell that to the increasing numbers of young
men and women who are acquiring infections of human papilloma virus
(HPV) through oral sex and even French kissing an infected partner.
Gonorrheal pharyngitis is a sexually transmitted infection of the tonsils
and back of the throat, and the odds of HPV infection are significantly
elevated among individuals who report more than 10 oral or more than 25
vaginal sex partners during their lifetime. As a medical expert said,
“Performing oral sex is not without risks.” Abstinence before marriage,
fidelity afterward. It’s not only right, it’s good for you. (French kissing ups
risk of oral HPV infection | Reuters)
Well, it likely was inevitable. Statist politicians are now rushing to bail out their press agents, major
metropolitan newspapers. The left-leaning print media loves big government, as private sector
solutions to societal problems tend to be boring in print. And so big government loves them back.
Where would President Obama be without a sycophantic, hyperventilating press? Washington State
has taken the lead, offering a huge 40 percent cut in the state’s business tax for foundering
newspapers. Good luck finding a Washington newspaper which will take on the governor on anything
from now on. This is significant for a second reason: when push comes to shove, even statists are
forced to recognize that tax cuts stimulate the economy. Here’s an idea: give every business in the state
a 40 percent cut, and watch your economy not only recover but explode. (Local News | Wash. gov OKs
tax cut for newspapers | Seattle Times Newspaper)
Remember when we were told by President Obama that it was necessary to pass his bloated $787
billion stimulus package immediately or end-of the-world scenarios would result? Well, things
apparently aren’t as urgent or as dire as he told us. The New York Times
reports today that less than 6% -yes, 6% - of the stimulus money has been
sent out, and most of that has been for welfare payments rather than jobs.
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We were told we needed to get money into “shovel-ready” infrastructure
projects right away. So far, the Department of Transportation has doled
out a grand total of $11 million. So much for pumping money into the
economy quickly, and so much for the administration’s claim that the
stimulus bill has already saved or created 150,000 jobs. A University of
Maryland economist says employments stats “just do not support that
claim.” Many state and local governments are frustrated that the federal
spigot has “been more trickle than flood,” and have had to cut jobs anyway. (Sliver of Stimulus Cash
Has Reached State Hands - NYTimes.com)
More bad news for global warming hystericists. It turns out that even agencies within the Obama
administration are objecting to the EPA’s finding that CO2 is a dangerous greenhouse gas, saying the
finding is not based on sound science. Obama’s own people are saying, in a just-released memo, that
the finding will result in harmful regulations on business and industry. The memo says the “lack of
understanding about basic facts surrounding [greenhouse gases] seem(s) to stretch the precautionary
principle to providing for regulation in the face of unprecedented uncertainty.” Waving the memo at a
Senate hearing, Sen. John Barrasso, a Wyoming Republican, said, “This is a smoking gun.” Said House
Minority Leader John Boehner, “The disclosure of this ... memo suggests that a political decision was
made to put special interests ahead of middle-class families and small businesses struggling in this
recession.” (Memo exposes global warming dispute - Washington Times)
If strict gun control regulation was the key to public safety, Chicago would be the safest city on the
planet. Instead, the city’s experiment simply proves the adage that if guns are outlawed, only outlaws
will have guns. At the same time it is trying to convince the powers that be to bring the 2016 Olympics
to the Windy City, it has become the most dangerous city in America for young people. With three
weeks left in the school year, Chicago has set a new record: 36 public school students have been killed
this year, the third straight year youth homicides have been in double digits. (36 Chicago area students
killed sets record - Washington Times)
Al Gore should be ecstatic. Since his documentary, “An
Inconvenient Truth,” was released at the Sundance
Film Festival on January 24, 2006, global
temperatures have dropped by over half a degree
Fahrenheit. At this rate, global temperatures will drop
11 degrees by the end of the century. Ice age! (Al Gore /
AIT Index: Global temperatures have plunged .54°F
(.30°C) since An Inconvenient Truth was released |
GORE LIED)
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